
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABUNDANT TABLE 

CAFE 
 

 

Gratitude and Consistency 

in every cup! 
 

  

 

7th Tradition 

Every group ought  

to be fully  

self-supporting, declining 

outside contributions. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Strategies for a Sustainable Future… 

 

Support Literature  

Distribution Centers 
Reach out through AFG Connects to 

establish an LDC in your Area. 

 

Encourage groups to purchase a variety 

of literature from their local LDC. See 

catalogue S-15 and order form S-16. 

 

Explain the importance of purchasing 

literature through local LDCs or AFG, 

Inc.; emphasize the need to be self-

supporting and sustainable for the 

future. 

 

Create a more consistent, uniform, and 

professional presence for the delivery of 

online literature services. 

Encourage the flow of  

Contributions in a Virtual World 
Encourage all service levels to accept electronic contributions. 

 
Encourage the links of service to contribute electronically. 

 
Encourage members to set up sustaining contributions. 

 
Use Tradition Seven in Financial Discussions. 

 

Discuss the benefits we have received from being part of a worldwide 
fellowship. 

 

Consider ways in which our personal recovery is enhanced when we 

Sustain Literature Sales  

in a Virtual World 
Use the entire CAL library in meetings, 

workshops, and personal recovery. 

 

Provide easy access to purchase Conference 

Approved Literature: the WSO website, local 

face to face meetings, or your nearest 

Literature Distribution Center/Online Store. 

 

Share all formats of CAL with newcomers 

 

Encourage AIS/LDCs to expand options for 

literature sales, including Online Stores. AFG 

Connects can be used as a resource. 

Consider Spiritual Principles  
Discuss the spiritual principles that enhance abundant 

thinking with regard to financial matters. 

 

Have spiritually based conversations when talking about 

finances with our families, groups, District and Area. 

 

Studying the Al-Anon Legacies will guide us in addressing 

our fears of financial insecurity and assure us we will 

always have enough.  

 

Apply the spiritual principles found in our Legacies to make 

financial challenges manageable. 

 

Take regular inventories at all service levels to inspire 

Budget 
Inspire abundant thinking within all 

service levels when creating a 

budget. 
 

Consider including public outreach 
and an ample reserve when 
developing budgets. 

 

Incorporate Tradition Seven and 

Warranty One when discussing 

finances. 
 

Provide regular and transparent 

financial reports. 


